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Think Tank on Light

by Nathalie Rozot

A think tank approach
could be a model for
what’s possible in the
realm of research and
critical study in
the field of lighting
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design with light. Since you are

and collaborative action.”

reading this column, you may or may
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As a design practitioner and academic, I
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historical constructs of light, and update
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lighting propositions for the modern context.
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Today, issues of light and lighting have been

When I founded the think tank PhoScope
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in 2011, I used the Greek etymology of light

tectural practices and marketing strategies,

to create a series of neologisms that served

and reduced to performance, technology,

as a manifesto for this endeavor. The lexi-

luminaires or art installations. Meanwhile

con (a.k.a. PhosWords) now comprises

scholars and academics are often architec-

more than 200 entries, soon to be complete

ture-centric and seldom address the role

with definitions, etymological roots, syn-

of light in the performance, presentation

onyms and antonyms. In time it will become

and perception of the built environment. In

an open-source resource and evolve as

addition, the media coverage of lighting is

a living language. The playfulness of the

typically inadequate and lacks sophistica-

jargon, however, does not cancel out its

tion, and as a result the general public’s

meaningfulness: I posit that bringing forth

perception is often reduced to notions of

a new language of light can facilitate the

low-energy light bulbs and light pollution.

expression and communication of our pho-

PhoScope establishes a new platform

tocentric community’s words and actions,

that addresses these limitations in an effort

and serve to consolidate new reflective

to bolster the practice, education and criti-

research in lighting design.

cal study of lighting. Its advisory board is

Design is a way of thinking: designers

composed of international thinkers within

(re)frame problems, uncover patterns

the design, academic and scientific com-

and create solutions intended to improve

munities, who are well positioned to forge

people’s experiences. Design questions

critical alliances between lighting design

also spawn research questions. Scholarly

and other fields of research and practice.

and practical research in design are con-

The think tank pursues these goals

nected, and advance knowledge together.

through a three-fold programmatic struc-

Paola Antonelli, senior curator of design

ture: project-based design research, public

and architecture at the Museum of Modern

programs and publications. Project-based

Art, related in Seed magazine that “design

design research includes, for instance, an

is an agent of change that enables us to

experimental project with daylight and
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low-wattage solar-powered sources for a

skies movement can be framed within the

the complex and dynamic lighting systems

dance performance.

social, cultural, economic and demographic

comprised in the practices and experienc-

dynamics of today’s geophotal context.

es of the built environment. In addition, the

Public events mix panelists whose disciplines intersect with lighting issues such

Publications expand on the issues that

as design and engineering, social sciences,

PhoScope explores in its design research

health sciences and economics in thematic

projects and exposes in its public events.

debates. As an example, a critical analysis

These include critical essays, which offer

of the inherent complexities of the dark

analytical and theoretical explorations of

think tank offers critical reviews of select
films, publications or schemes.

A HOLISTIC SCOPE
PhoScope’s value proposition is to contribute design research and critical study
to the field of lighting. It also challenges
the lighting trade at large to recognize the
need to develop and sustain a stronger
critical culture with new design research,
scholarly study and critical work. The
organization is a nonprofit and counts on
support from individual, corporate and
institutional sponsorship and contributions for funding. The larger issue, beyond
this one think tank, is that lighting research
needs more than silver lining: we urgently
need a collective commitment to develop a
framework of industry-wide funding institutions and programs to not only support
pure and applied research, but also design
research and critical study. We require
new collaborative mechanisms between
design academics, students, professionals and industries. Our community must
elaborate research agendas and scale-up
diverse research efforts. As it generates
cumulative benefits for practice and education, research will make lighting a stronger academic and professional discipline:
the return on investment will be priceless.
Nathalie Rozot is a lighting practitioner and
a part-time assistant professor at Parsons
the New School for Design’s School of
Constructed Environments in the Master of
Fine Arts in Lighting Design program. She is
the founder of the lighting think tank Phoscope.
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